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Abstract

Logic translations are useful for practical as well as theoretical pur-

poses. They allow us to reason about one logic by means of another one,

where the latter is often a tool-supported logic. In case of model-theoretic

translations, it is desirable to have a mechanically verifed soundness of the

translation. Based on previous work, this paper describes how to jointly

represent proof and model theory of arbitrary logics in a type-theoretic

logical framework. Our aim is to use this framework to represent and me-

chanically verify the translation of a dependently-typed logic to �rst-order

logic.

1 Introduction

Formal methods in computer science use mathematical logic as a foundation for
the speci�cation, development, and veri�cation of hardware and software sys-
tems. For First-Order Logic (FOL) there are a variety of automated veri�cation
tools available, e.g. model checkers such as Paradox [CS03] and theorem provers
such as SPASS [WAB+99] or Vampire [RV02].

However, FOL with its limited expresivity is usually not the most suitable
logic to describe complex systems. In practice, a larger system often consists of
several smaller parts each speci�ed in its own logic � the so-called heterogeneous
speci�cation. This raises the issue of scalability: in order to reason about the
system as a whole, it is needed to provide translations among the various logics.

There are existing tools designed for speci�cations in multiple logics, such as
the Heterogeneous Tool Set (HETS, [MML07]) or Delphin [SFL02]. However,
none of them permit the declaration of logic translations or their mechanical
veri�cation. The former system allows to implement partial logic translations
on the meta-level only, hence providing no way of reasoning about them. In
the latter system it is possible to specify partial translations and check them
for type-correctness; this, however, does not ensure the correctness of the full
translation.
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Logic translations are especially useful if they permit borrowing [CM93],
i.e. reasoning about theories in one logic by means of another logic, often a
tool-supported one. Such a translation would for example translate a proof
obligation to FOL and discharge it by calling the existing FOL provers. The
soundness of borrowing can be established in two ways: proof-theoretically by
translating the obtained proof back to the original logic, or model-theoretically
by exhibiting a model-translation between the two logics.

Proof-theoretic translations have been used e.g. in [JM93] to translate parts
of dependent type theory (DTT, [ML75]) to simple type theory, in [Urb03] to
translate Mizar ([TB85]) into FOL, and in Scunak [Bro06] to translate parts of
DTT into FOL. Similar translations have been done for simple type theory, e.g.
in Omega ([BCF+97]), Leo-II ([BPTF07]) and in the sledgehammer tactic of
Isabelle ([Pau94]). In practice, however, the back-translation of the proof term
to the original logic is quite complicated and in the cases of Mizar and Scunak
it is not done at all.

The model-theoretic approach formalizes the translation in a mathemati-
cally rigorous way within the framework of institutions [GB92]. Its practical
advantage is that no translation of proof terms is required � the mere existence
of a proof in the target logic ensures the validity of the statement in the source
logic. On the other hand, for a system utilizing such model-theoretic translation
it would be desirable to have a mechanically veri�ed proof of the translation.

In particular, we focus on the model-theoretic translation of the institution
DFOL as given in [Rab06] to FOL. The translation, which uses the technique
of relativization (see [Obe62]) has been described in [SR09] as an institution
comorphism with the model expansion property, thus proving the soundness of
borrowing. Our aim is to use a logical framework for representing this transla-
tion and verifying its soundness.

Most logical frameworks nowadays are based either on set theory, describing
logics from a model-theoretical perspective, or on type-theory, describing logics
from a proof-theoretical perspective. Institutions [GB92] are an example of the
former and the Edinburgh Logical Framework (LF, [HHP93]) of the latter. In
[HR09b] it was shown how to use LF and the new Twelf module system [RS09]
to represent both the model and the proof theory of a logic, and this is the
approach we will follow.

A working translation provides us with a mechanically veri�ed proof of the
soundness of borrowing. The translation will become one edge in the logic
atlas described in the grant proposal for the joint LATIN project of Jacobs
University and University of Bremen [KM08]. It can serve as a starting point
for implementing translations of other logics in the atlas as well as for developing
a general framework allowing us to represent arbitrary logic translations.

In Section 2 we give an overview of the DFOL institution and its translation
to FOL. Section 3 describes the existing representation of logics in the framework
and adds new results on the representation of institutions. The rest of the paper
presents new developments. In Section 4 we provide the implementation of the
DFOL institution and discuss its relation to the de�nition given in Section
2. Section 5 outlines the �rst steps towards representing the DFOL-to-FOL
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translation and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Dependently-Typed First-Order Logic

DFOL is an extension of classical �rst-order logic with dependent types, pro-
viding us with a more elegant language for many applications. We give here
a short description of the DFOL institution, for convenience introduced within
the LF logical framework.

As mentioned previously, LF is a proof-theoretical framework based on type
theory. It uses the Curry-Howard correspondence [CF58, How80], where propo-
sitions are regarded as types and proofs as terms. The type of a proof is the
proposition it proves.

In [Rab08], an institution for LF has been presented where the model theory
is de�ned using indexed posets. A special case yields the naive, i.e. non-indexed
representation of models where types are interpreted as sets and terms as their
elements. This simpler semantics is the one we follow in our paper.

A DFOL signature Σ is an LF signature which starts with the following �xed
part Σ0:

S : type Univ : S→ type o : type
true, false : o ∧,∨,⇒ : o→ o→ o ¬ : o→ o
∀,∃ : ΠS:S. (Univ S → o)→ o

.= : ΠS:S. Univ S → Univ S → o

Here S is the type of sorts, which semantically are the names of universes. The
type constructor Univ assigns to each sort the type of its terms - semantically,
the universe of its individuals. Finally, the type o is the type of truth values,
semantically the set {0, 1}.

Furthermore, any declaration in Σ which is not in Σ0 must have the form

c : Πx1:Univ S1 . . .Πxn:Univ Sn
. T

where T := S | o | Univ S and S1, . . . , Sn, S are any LF expressions (of type S).
Depending on the value of T , c is called a sort symbol, a predicate symbol, or
a function symbol respectively.

Signature morphisms are then those LF morphisms which are identity on Σ0.
Sentences over Σ are the LF terms of type o over Σ. Each signature morphism
then induces a sentence translation in the obvious (homomorphic) way.

The models of Σ are precisely those LF Σ-models which interpret o as the
set {0, 1} and the logical connectives in the expected way - in such a model
M we would for instance have that for any s ∈ SM and any function f from
UnivM (s) to {0, 1}, ∀M (s, f) = 1 if and only if f(x) = 1 for all x ∈ UnivM (s).
The model reduction is then just the usual reduction of LF models.

Finally, if S is a Σ-sentence and M a Σ-model, the satisfaction relation |=Σ

is de�ned by M |=Σ S if and only if M(S) = 1. It is easy to see that these
de�nitions indeed give us an institution. In [Rab06] a calculus was presented
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which makes DFOL sound and complete. Although it is diferent from the nat-
ural deduction (ND) calculus we use in this paper, the proofs can be adapted
to work for ND as well.

If we replace the pattern c : Πx1:Univ S1 . . .Πxn:Univ Sn
. S of permitted dec-

larations by c : S, and add the additional requirement that all sorts in S must
be interpreted as nonempty sets, we obtain the institution for many sorted �rst-
order logic (SFOL). Requiring further that each signature declares a unique sort
symbol gives us FOL.

The Translation to FOL The main idea of the DFOL translation to FOL
is to map each n-ary sort symbol S to a FOL predicate symbol S of arity n+ 1.
Semantically, for any n-tuple of arguments x1, . . . , xn the sort S(x1, . . . , xn) will
be interpreted as the set of all individuals y for which the interpretation of the
FOL predicate S(x1, . . . , xn) returns true. The universal and existential quan-
ti�ers in DFOL are then relativized to apply only to the individuals belonging
to the desired sort.
The following example shows a DFOL signature declaring matrix addition:

nat : S Nat = Univ nat.
mat : Nat→ Nat→ S Mat = [x][y] mat x y
+ : Πm,n:Nat. Mat m n→Mat m n→Mat m n

An axiom over this theory would be for instance the commutativity axiom:

comm : ∀m,n:Nat. ∀A,B:Mat m n. A + B
.= B + A

where we omitted the �rst few arguments to + and
.= for notational clarity. The

translated theory then becomes

ι′ : S. ι = Univ ι′.
nat : ι→ o.
mat : ι→ ι→ ι→ o.
+ : ι→ ι→ ι→ ι→ ι.

plus some additional axioms ensuring the correct behavior of the declared sym-
bols. The translated commutativity axiom is

comm : ∀m,n:ι. ∀A,B:ι. nat m ∧ nat n ∧mat m n A ∧mat m n B ⇒
A + B

.= B + A

3 Representing Logics in LF

In order to represent a logic in LF we �rst formulate its syntax, describing the
possible signatures of the logic. Then we de�ne its proof theory by providing
a collection of proof rules and its model theory by specifying the models for a
signature. Finally, a soundness proof is usually formalized, showing that the
proof rules introduced ealier are valid for each model.
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3.1 Syntax

3.1.1 Signatures and Sentences

The syntax of a logic L is represented by the LF signature Lsyn, which contains
declarations common to all signatures of L. In case of FOL such declarations
could be o : type and ι : type, declaring the type of formulas resp. individuals.
Since in any logic we want to be able to talk about formulas, we assume that
Lsyn always contains the declaration o : type. The semantics is that o will be
interpreted as the set of truth values, usually the set {0, 1} of booleans.

Furthermore, we also want to be able to declare axioms. To this end we
include in Lsyn the declaration ded : o → type. The semantics is that ded will
be interpreted as a function mapping each truth value to a set; the set will be
nonempty if and only if the particular truth value is designated as representing
true. In the case of booleans the function would map 0 to an empty set and 1
to a nonempty set. At the end of this subsection we show how ded allows us to
declare axioms.

Given Lsyn, we would now like to de�ne a signature of L as an LF signature
extending Lsyn. However, we usually need to put restrictions on the declarations
which can occur in the extending LF signature. In case of FOL, for example,
we only want declarations of the form c : ι→ . . .→ ι or c : ι→ . . .→ o. To this
end we need to introduce a set of patterns, which describe the form of permitted
declarations. A preliminary syntax for patterns has already been developed by
Fulya Horozal and Florian Rabe but it has yet to be implemented in Twelf. For
now we de�ne the signatures of L to be those LF signatures extending Lsyn

whose declarations are of the correct form.
Given a signature Σsyn of a given logic, we de�ne the set of Σsyn-sentences to

be the set of the LF Σsyn-terms of type o. Now if Σsyn contains a declaration of
the form ax : ded F , then F is a term of type o over the preceding declarations
in Σsyn, and hence a Σsyn-sentence. Now any model of Σsyn must necessarily
interpret F as true - for if ded F is interpreted as an empty set then ax can no
longer be interpreted. Hence, the declaration ax : ded F is in fact an axiom, with
ax being the name of the axiom and F representing the axiomatized formula.
This way axioms become ordinary LF declarations and representing signatures
of a logic becomes equivalent to representing its theories.

3.1.2 Signature Morphisms and Sentence Translations

Having two signatures Σsyn1 ,Σsyn2 , a signature morphism from Σsyn1 to Σsyn2 is
de�ned as an LF morphism φ from Σsyn1 to Σsyn2 such that the following diagram
commutes:

If Σsyn1 contains an axiom ax : ded F , then φ maps ax to a Σsyn2 -term of
type φ(ded F ), which is the same as ded φ(F ). The existence of this term means
that any model of Σsyn2 must necessarily interpret φ(F ) as true. Thus, if Σsyn1

and Σsyn2 are considered as theories then φ is a conventional theory morphism.
Any LF morphism ϕ : Σ1 → Σ2 extends homomorphically to a morphism

from Σ1-expressions to Σ2-expressions, and is likewise denoted by ϕ. By taking
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Lsyn

Σsyn1 Σsyn2
φ

this extended morphism φ and restricting it to the set of Σsyn1 -sentences we
obtain the corresponding sentence translation. Note: A Σsyn1 -sentence is neces-
sarily mapped to a Σsyn2 -sentence, as any Σsyn1 -term of type o is mapped to a
Σsyn2 -term of type φ(o), which is just o. It is easy to verify that the map de�ned
this way is indeed a functor from the category of signatures of L to the category
Set of sets.

3.2 Proof Theory

3.2.1 Proof Rules

Given Lsyn, we extend it to the signature Lpf by adding proof rules for the
logical connectives de�ned in Lsyn. In case of FOL, the syntax contains the
declarations for equality, negation, conjunction, disjunction, implication, and
universal and existential quanti�ers - e.g. in FOLsyn we have the declaration
∀ : (ι→ o)→ o. The proof theory for FOL is then the signature FOLpf , which
adds the proof rules for each of these connectives.

The proof rules are of the form rule_name : T , where T is a type over
Lsyn. Thy are encoded by using the LF type constructs Π and →. In the
Curry-Howard correspondence the former stands for universal quanti�cation
and the latter for implication. This is because the type Πx:A. B is interpreted
as nonempty if and only if for each a ∈ AI we have that Ix:=a(B) is nonempty.
Similarly, [A→ B]I is nonempty if and only if AI 6= ∅ implies BI 6= ∅.

For instance, the ∧-introduction rule has the form ∧I : ΠA,B:o ded A →
ded B → ded A ∧ B. It asserts that for all truth values A and B, if ded A and
ded B are both nonempty, then so is ded A ∧ B. This means that whenever A
and B are interpreted as true, then so is their conjunction.

Similarly, the ∀-elimination rule is formalized as ∀E : ΠF :ι→o ded ∀F →
Πc:ι ded F (c). The semantics is that for any predicate F , if ∀F is interpreted
as true, then for any individual c the application F (c) is interpreted as true.

Given a signature Σsyn, its proof theory Σpf is formed by including the
proof rules de�ned in Lpf . In the language of category theory, Σpf is formed
by the pushout along the inclusions Lsyn → Lpf (call it lpf ) and Lsyn → Σsyn.
This de�nition makes sense as the category of LF signatures has pushouts along
inclusions. The resulting morphisms Σsyn → Σpf and Lpf → Σpf will likewise
be inclusions. The situation is described in the diagram below.

If A1, . . . , An, A are sentences over Σsyn, we de�ne the set of proofs of A
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Lsyn Lpf

Σsyn Σpf

lpf

σpf

from the assumptions A1, . . . , An to be the set of all LF terms of type ded A1 →
. . .→ ded An → ded A over Σpf .

3.2.2 Proof Translation

Since σpf is just an inclusion, any signature morphism φ from Σsyn1 to Σsyn2

induces a proof morphism φpf from Σpf1 to Σpf2 in a natural way: φpf is the
unique morphism making the diagram below commute.

Lpf

Σpf1 Σpf2

Σsyn1 Σsyn2

φpf

σpf1 σpf2

φ

The morphism φpf induces a proof translation in the obvious way. It is easy
to see that the mapping preserves identities and composition. Hence, it is a
functor from the category of signatures of L to the category of LF signatures.

3.3 Model Theory

3.3.1 Models

Given Lsyn and a signature Σsyn, we wish to describe all models of Σsyn. Al-
though we have the class of LF models of Σsyn at our disposal, not every LF
model of Σsyn is suitable. For the declarations in Lsyn we often have a �xed
interpretation in mind - for instance, the type o should not be interpreted as
merely any set but rather the set of booleans. Likewise, the interpretation of
ded should be such that dedI(0) = ∅ and dedI(1) 6= ∅. Similar restrictions hold
for all logical connectives.
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We could simply de�ne the Σsyn-models to be those LF models of Σsyn which
satisfy certain requirements, as was done in Section 2 for DFOL. However, this
is not very desirable - our goal is to have a uni�ed representation whereas the
requirements for each logic would likely be di�erent.

To solve this problem, we introduce a new signature Lmod and a morphism
lmod from Lsyn to Lmod. The signature Lmod has a meta-logic called STTI-
FOLEQ, which as the name suggests is a combination of simple type theory and
intuitionistic sorted �rst-order logic with equality, including proof rules. By us-
ing the logical connectives from STTIFOLEQ, Lmod speci�es all the additional
requirements that the interpretation of declarations in Lsyn should satisfy.

For instance, in order to interpret o we might introduce a type bool : type
in Lmod, together with the constants 0 : bool and 1 : bool and axioms such
as cons : ded not (0 eq 1) ensuring that the constants behave as expected.
The morphism lmod would then map o to bool. Now in order for cons to truly
represent the condition 0I 6= 1I , we need that the constants o, ded, eq, not are
interpreted in their usual �xed way. The same of course holds for all other logical
connectives. These requirements, however, are already logic-independent.

If M is a model satisfying these requirements, then the reduction M |lmod

gives us an appropriate model of Lsyn (this de�nition makes sense since an LF
model M of Lmod is a function from the set of symbols declared in Lmod to the
class of all sets).

Given an arbitrary Σsyn, we proceed as above, introducting a new signature
Σmod and a morphism from Σsyn to Σmod. Now since any Σsyn includes Lsyn,
any model of Σsyn must interpret the symbols declared in Lsyn. Of course, the
requirements imposed on the interpretation of the symbols in Lsyn are the same
for all Σsyn, hence we would expect to have the inclusion Lmod → Σmod. More-
over, the morphism from Σsyn to Σmod should agree with lmod on all symbols
of Lsyn.

We can conveniently de�ne Σmod by the pushout arising from lmod and the
inclusion Lsyn → Σsyn. It is easy to see that this pushout exists; moreover,
the resulting morphism from Lmod to Σmod is an inclusion, as expected. The
situation is summarized in the following diagram:

Lsyn Lmod

Σsyn Σmod

lmod

σmod

Let ModLF (Σmod) be the class of all LF-models of Σmod, which interpret
the symbols o, ded and all logical connectives in the proper way. Then the class
of Σsyn-models is de�ned to be {M |σmod |M ∈ModLF (Σmod)}.
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3.3.2 Model Reduction

A signature morphism φ from Σsyn1 to Σsyn2 now induces a model reduction as
follows. Let a model of Σsyn2 be given. By our earlier de�nition, the model
is of the form M |σmod

2
for some M ∈ ModLF (Σmod2 ). It can be shown that

there exists a unique morphism φmod from Σmod1 to Σmod2 making the following
diagram commute:

Lmod

Σmod1 Σmod2

Σsyn1 Σsyn2

φmod

σmod1 σmod2

φ

The morphism φmod induces an LF model reduction from the class of LF
Σmod2 -models to the class of LF Σmod1 -models. We can thus de�ne the reduced
model of Σsyn1 by M |φmod |σmod

1
(it is clear that M |φmod ∈ ModLF (Σmod1 ) since

M and M |φmod agree on symbols from Lmod). As for proof translations, it is
easy to see that the map is a functor from the category of signatures of L to the
category Classop of classes.

3.3.3 Satis�ability Relation and Satisfaction Condition

Let Σsyn be given. If S is a sentence over Σsyn and M is a model of Σsyn,
we de�ne the satisfaction relation |=Σsyn by putting M |=Σsyn S if and only if
M(ded S) 6= ∅.

To prove the satisfaction condition, we use the fact that for any LF morphism
ϕ : Σ1 → Σ2, Σ1-term T , and LF model M of Σ2, we have

M |ϕ(T ) = M(ϕ(T ))

We now wish to show the analogous result for the model reduction de�ned in
the previous section. In other words, we wish to show that the reduced model
interprets a term the same way the original model interprets the translated term.
To show this, let φ : Σsyn1 → Σsyn2 be a signature morphism, T a Σsyn1 -term, and
M |σmod

2
a Σsyn2 model. Let φmod be the morphism from Σmod1 to Σmod2 induced

by φ. The reduced model is then M |φmod |σmod
1

and we have

M |φmod |σmod
1

(T ) = M(φmod(σmod1 (T )))
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By the commutativity requirement, φmod ◦ σmod1 = σmod2 ◦ φ hence

M(φmod(σmod1 (T ))) = M(σmod2 (φ(T )))

and
M(σmod2 (φ(T ))) = M |σmod

2
(φ(T ))

This proves the desired result. The satisfaction condition follows at once and
shows that the logic as represented is an institution.

3.4 Soundess

Combining the syntax, proof theory, and model theory developed in the previous
sections we have the following picture:

Lsyn

Lpf

Lmod

Σsyn

Σpf

Σmod

lpf σpf

lmod σmod

The only thing missing now is the proof that the proof rules speci�ed in
Lpf are in fact sound; in other words, that every model of Σsyn as speci�ed in
Section 3.3 satis�es all proof rules.

Assume now that Σsyn is given and M |σmod is its model. Assume a proof
rule c : T in Σpf . In order for the proof rule to be satis�ed, the type T must be
interpreted as a nonempty set, so that the interpretation of c is possible. We
have

M |σmod(T ) = M(σmod(T ))

But T is a term over Lsyn, hence σmod(T ) = lmod(T ). Now if i denotes the
inclusion Lmod → Σmod, then

M(lmod(T )) = M(i(lmod(T )))

since lmod(T ) is a term over both Lmod and Σmod. Furthermore,

M(i(lmod(T ))) = M |i(lmod(T ))

Now M |i ∈ ModLF (Lmod). Hence, the proof rule c : T is satis�ed by every
model of Σsyn if and only if each M ′ ∈ ModLF (Lmod) interprets lmod(T ) as a
nonempty set (su�ciency is clear; necessity follows if we take Σsyn = Lsyn).
This motivates the de�nition of the soundness proof as a morphism ϕ from Lpf

to Lmod such that the following diagram commutes:
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Lsyn

Lpf

Lmod

lpf

lmod

ϕ

4 Representing DFOL in LF

We now describe the DFOL representation in LF. From the de�nitions in Sec-
tion 2 we see that the main di�erence between DFOL and SFOL is that the
latter forbids declaring sort constructors with non-nullary arity. This means
that DFOL and SFOL must have di�erent patterns for specifying permitted
declarations. The patterns, however, only concern the extended part of the sig-
nature Σsyn; the �xed syntax Lsyn remains the same. The proof theory Lpf

and model theory Lmod are likewise almost the same, with the only exception
that SFOL includes an additional axiom on nonempty universes. Hence, in this
section we only talk about the representation of SFOL.

The encoding of SFOL reuses many of the modules from the encoding of
FOL; the di�erences between the two representations will be outlined later. The
encoding of FOL has already been described in [HR09b]; however, there have
been several changes introduced since which we cover next. The full encodings
in their current form can be found in [HR09a].

The �rst change is that the individual modules are now combined by means
of inclusions rather than structures. This simpli�es things a great deal - since
multiple inclusions of the same signature are always identical, the structure
assignments explicitly identifying these copies are no longer necessary. For in-
stance the signature for FOL given in [HR09b] as

%s i g FOL = {
%s t ru c t b a s e f o l : BaseFOL .
%s t r u c t p l : PL = {%s t ru c t base := ba s e f o l . base . } .
%s t r u c t univq : Fo r a l l = {%s t r u c t b a s e f o l := ba s e f o l . } .
%s t r u c t e x i s t q : Ex i s t s = {%s t r u c t b a s e f o l := ba s e f o l . } .

} .

now becomes

%s i g FOL = {
%inc lude BaseFOL %open o i .
%inc lude PL %open true f a l s e not imp and or .
%inc lude Fo ra l l %open f o r a l l .
%inc lude Ex i s t s %open e x i s t s .

} .
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The second change regards the representation of models. In [HR09b] the
encoding of FOLmod uses Martin-Loef Type Theory [ML75] as a meta-logic.
In the current encodings MLTT has been replaced by the logic STTIFOLEQ,
which we already mentioned in Section 3.3. Using MLTT, the signature Base
is for instance encoded as

%s i g BaseMOD = {
%inc lude MLTT %open tm tp .
o ' : tp .
1 : tm o ' .
0 : tm o ' .
ded ' : tm o ' −> tp .
de s i g1 : tm (ded ' 1) .
de s i g0 : tm −' ( ded ' 0) .
boo le : {A} (A ==' 1 + A ==' 0) .

} .

In the new encodings it becomes

%s i g BaseMOD = {
%inc lude STTIFOLEQ %open .
bool ' : tp .
bool : type = tm bool ' .
0 : bool .
1 : bool .
cons : ded not (0 eq 1) .
boo le : {A} ded (A eq 1 or A eq 0) .

} .

Since ded is included in STTIFOLEQ, there is no need to declare it anymore.
Furthermore, the axioms are formulated using the logical connectives of �rst-
order logic, resulting in a more elegant formalization and higher readability.

4.1 Syntax and Proof Theory

The main di�erence between the syntax of SFOL and that of FOL is in the
de�nition of the base module. For SFOL, sorts are encoded by the type sort,
which stands for the set of all sort names. The type constructor tm : sort→ type
then represents a function assigning to each sort name the set of its individuals:

%s i g TBase = {
tp : type .
tm : tp −> type .

} .

We then have

%s i g BaseSFOL = {
%inc lude Base %open o ded .
%inc lude TBase %open tm tp %as s o r t .

} .

where the Base module has been reused. We can likewise reuse the whole
propositional logic module. What remains to be encoded are the universal and
existential quanti�ers and equality. As an example we give the module for sorted
equality and its proof theory:
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%s i g SEqual = {
%inc lude BaseSFOL %open .
eq : tm S −> tm S −> o . %i n f i x eq .

} .

%s i g SEqualPF = {
%inc lude BaseSFOLPF %open .
%inc lude SEqual %open .
r e f l : ded A eq A.
sym : ded A eq B −> ded B eq A.
t rans : ded A eq B −> ded B eq C −> ded A eq C.
congF : ded X eq Y −> {F : tm S −> tm T} ded (F X) eq (F Y) .
congP : ded X eq Y −> {F : tm S −> o} ded (F X) −> ded (F Y) .

} .

The equality operator takes a sort S and two individuals over the universe
of S as arguments, and returns a truth value (the sort S is passed as an implicit
argument since it can be reconstructed from the types of the other arguments).

The re�exivity proof rule asserts that for any sort S and individual A belong-
ing to the universe of S we have that A is equal to itself. Rules for symmetry and
transitivity are encoded similarly. We also have two proof rules for congruence:
the function congruence rule asserts that for any sort S, any two individuals
X,Y over the universe of S, and any sort T we have that if X is equal to Y ,
then for any function mapping the universe of S into the universe of T we have
that F (X) is equal to F (Y ). The predicate congruence rule asserts the same
for predicates.

4.2 Model Theory and Soundness

To encode the model theory for BaseSFOL we again take advantage of the
module system and reuse BaseMOD. To interpret the constants tp (renamed
as sort) and tm coming from TBase, we declare new constants sort : tp and
term : tm sort→ tp in BaseSFOLMOD (here of course the tp and tm occuring
at the right-hand side come from STTIFOLEQ and are not to be confused with
the ones declared in TBase). Hence, we have the following encodings:

%s i g BaseSFOLMOD = {
%inc lude BaseMOD %open .
s o r t : tp .
Sort : type = tm so r t .
term : Sort −> tp .
Term : Sort −> type = [ x ] tm ( term x) .

} .

%view TBaseMODView : TBase −> BaseSFOLMOD = {
tp := Sort .
tm := Term .

} .

%view BaseSFOLMODView : BaseSFOL −> BaseSFOLMOD = {
%inc lude BaseMODView .
%inc lude TBaseMODView .

} .

13



The constants Sort and Term serve to lift the respective LF terms sort and
term x from type tp to kind type.

The model theory of the other modules needed for SFOL is encoded similarly
to the models of their FOL counterparts. We thus have

%s i g SFOLMOD = {
%inc lude BaseSFOLMOD %open .
%inc lude PLMOD %open .
%inc lude SForallMOD %open .
%inc lude SExistsMOD %open .
non_empty_universe : ded e x i s t s [ x : Term S ] t rue .

} .
} .

where non_empty_universe is an axiom asserting that the universe of any sort
is nonempty.

As was the case with FOL, the soundness proofs are quite simple in nature
but can be complex to formalize. We refer the reader to [HR09a] for the full
proofs and to [HR09b] for a sample explanation.

4.3 Adequacy

We now discuss how the logic represented by the DFOL encoding relates to
the one described in Section 2. The formal de�nition of adequacy was given in
[Rab08]; our goal here is to obtain a natural correspondence between the two
logics and derive a comorphism.

Denote by DFOL1 the institution from Section 2 and by DFOL2 the in-
stitution obtained by restricting the signatures of the encoding to those not
containing any axiom declarations (i.e. declarations of the form ax : ded F ).
Furthermore, let DFOLTh1 denote the DFOL institution of �nite theories and

DFOLTh2 the institution whose signatures are the proof theories ΣPf2 of signa-
tures Σ2 in DFOL2. The signature morphisms are the proof morphisms induced
by signature morphisms in DFOL2. The sentences and models of ΣPf2 are the
same as those of Σ2.

Correspondence between DFOL1 and DFOL2: Each signature Σ1 of
DFOL1 can be mapped to a signature Σ2 of DFOL2 in a natural way, and
vice versa. Neither of these maps, call them φ1 and φ2 respectively, is a bijec-
tion; they do become bijections and mutual inverses, however, if in both logics
we identify as equal those signatures which di�er only in symbol names and
ordering.

Given two DFOL1 signatures Σ1
1,Σ

2
1, there is a bijection φ1 between the

signature morphisms from Σ1
1 to Σ2

1 and the signature morphisms from φ1(Σ1
1)

to φ1(Σ2
1). The analogous is true for DFOL2 signatures. It is possible to show

that the maps φ1, φ2 de�ned this way are functors.
Now if Σ1 is a DFOL1 signature, then there is a bijection α1,Σ1 between the

Σ1-sentences and the φ1(Σ1)-sentences. The family of functions α1 is a natural
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transformation. The analogous is true for DFOL2 signatures, giving rise to a
natural transformation α2.

If Σ2 is a DFOL2 signature, then there exists a bijection β2,Σ2 between the
models of φ2(Σ2) and those models of Σ2 which interpret true as 0, false as
1, and ded true as the singleton set {a} where a is a �xed constant. The map
β2 is a natural transformation. The triple (φ2, α2, β2) meets the satisfaction
condition and thus de�nes a a comorphism from DFOL2 to DFOL1.

De�ning the analogous map β1 for DFOL2 is not so straighforward because
DFOL2 also admits models which for example interpret o as an arbitrary two-
element set. To get rid of these extraneous models we could alternatively use an
encoding of the ZFC axiomatic set theory as a meta-logic for describing models
instead of STTIFOLEQ. However, this creates additional complications - the
collection of all sets is a proper class and thus the type of all sets cannot be
interpreted as such. Since from a proof-theoretic perspective these models are
indistinguishable from the "proper" ones, we deal with this problem later.

Finally, if Σ1 is a DFOL1-signature and A1, . . . , An, A are Σ1-sentences, then
we have a bijection γ1(A,A1, . . . , An) between the proofs of A from the assump-
tions A1, . . . , An in DFOL1 and the proofs of α1,Σ1(A) from the assumptions
α1,Σ1(A1), . . . , α1,Σ1(An) in DFOL2. The analogous is true for DFOL2, giving
rise to a family of bijections γ2.

Correspondence between DFOLTh1 and DFOLTh2 : Each signature Σ1 of
DFOLTh1 can be mapped to a signature Σ2 of DFOL2 in a natural way, and vice
versa. Neither of these maps, call them φ1 and φ2 respectively, is a bijection;
they do become bijections and mutual inverses, however, if in DFOLTh2 we
identify as equal those signatures which di�er only in symbol and axiom names
and ordering, and in DFOLTh1 we identify those signatures whose underlying
DFOL1 signatures di�er only in symbol names and ordering.

Given two DFOLTh1 signatures Σ1
1,Σ

2
1, there is a map φ1 between the sig-

nature morphisms from Σ1
1 to Σ2

1 and the signature morphisms from φ1(Σ1
1) to

φ1(Σ2
1). The analogous is true for DFOL2 signatures. The maps φ1, φ2 de�ned

this way will then be functors. Neither of them is a bijection on morphisms;
they become bijections if for all DFOLTh2 signatures Σ1

2,Σ
2
2 we identify those

morphisms from Σ1
2 to Σ2

2 which agree on all symbols of Σ1
2 not declaring axioms.

Now if Σ1 is a DFOLTh1 signature, then there is a bijection α1,Σ1 between
the Σ1-sentences and the φ1(Σ1)-sentences. The map α1 is a natural transfor-
mation. The analogous is true for DFOLTh2 signatures, giving rise to a natural
transformation α2.

If Σ2 is a DFOL
Th
2 signature, then there exists a bijection β2,Σ2 between the

models of φ2(Σ2) and those models of Σ2 which interpret true as 0, false as
1, and ded true as the singleton set {a} where a is a �xed constant. The map
β2 is a natural transformation. The triple (φ2, α2, β2) meets the satisfaction
condition and thus de�nes a a comorphism from DFOLTh2 to DFOLTh1 .
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5 Representing DFOL-to-FOL Translation

In [SR09], the translation is given as an institution comorphism (Φ, α, β) from
DFOL to FOLTh, where Φ is a functor and α, β are natural transformations.
The functor Φ maps DFOL signatures to FOL theories and DFOL signature
morphisms to FOL theory morphisms. For each DFOL signature Σ, the function
αΣ translates DFOL sentences over Σ to FOL sentences over Φ(Σ). Similarly,
for each DFOL signature Σ the class function βΣ reduces FOL models of Φ(Σ)
to DFOL models of Σ. It is then shown that the the satisfaction condition holds
for (Φ, α, β), i.e. that for any DFOL signature Σ, Σ-sentence S and Φ(Σ)-model
M we have that M satis�es αΣ(S) if and only if βΣ(M) satis�es S.

Signature Translation: As was shown in Section 2, the translation maps
each n ary function symbol f in DFOL to an n-ary function symbol f in FOL,
each n-ary predicate symbol p to an n-ary predicate symbol p, and each n-ary
sort symbol s to an n + 1-ary symbol s. Additional axioms must be speci�ed
to ensure the proper behavior of the translated symbols. In [SR09] a number of
axioms were used, giving us a simple one-to-one correspondence of models. It is,
however, not necessary to include all these axioms to get a working translation
with the desired model expansion property. In fact only a single axiom is su�-
cient (and necessary), which asserts that "functions preserve types". Formally,
for each DFOL function symbol f : Πx1:S1 . . . . , Πxn:Sn . S, we have the axiom

∀x1,...,xn:ι. S1 x1 ∧ . . . ∧ Sn xn ⇒ S (f x1 . . . xn)

This axiom guarantees that if the arguments to a function are of the correct
types, then the function returns a value of the correct type. The translated
signature from Section 2 declaring matrix addition would then contain the axiom

∀m,n,A,B:ι. nat m ∧ nat n ∧mat m n A ∧mat m n B

⇒ mat m n (A + B)

The translation will be implemented by means of LF patterns, which were
already mentioned in Section 3.1. The will specify how to translate a given
DFOL symbol declaration to one or more FOL symbol declarations. The axiom
schema "for each function symbol f" is conceptually much simpler to represent
by a pattern than schemas of the form "for each pair of sorts symbols S and S′",
which were originally part of the translated sentence. This greatly simpli�es the
encoding of the signature translation. Since the patterns are not yet integrated
into LF, we leave the signature translation to a later stage.

Sentence Translation: For a given DFOL signature Σ and its translation
φ(Σ), we would like to represent the sentence translation as an LF morphism
σs : Σ → φ(Σ) such that the restriction of σs to the sentences of Σ is αΣ. It
turns out there is a unique such morphism. It maps the type sort to the type
of unary predicates i → o, adhering to the intuition that sorts are translated
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to predicates. The translation of tm is a constant function returning the type i
for each predicate S : i → o. Intuituively this means that each translated sort
will have the entire universe of individuals as the type of its elements. This is
of course desirable because the quanti�cation over the elements of a sort then
becomes ordinary �rst-order quanti�cation. Taking advantage of the module
system, we encode this part of σs as the view BaseSFOLView :

view TBaseView : TBase −> BaseFOL = {
tp := i −> o .
tm := [_] i .

} .

view BaseSFOLView : BaseSFOL −> BaseFOL = {
%inc lude TBaseView .

} .

The symbols o, ded and all connectives of predicate logic are mapped to itself
by σs. The universal quanti�er is translated to a function taking two predicates
S : i → o and F : i → o as arguments and returning the �rst-order formula
∀x. (S x) ⇒ (F x). If S represents a sort and F an ordinary FOL predi-
cate, we obtain the desired relativization. The view SForallView represents the
translation of the universal quanti�er.

view SForal lView : SFora l l −> FOL = {
%inc lude BaseSFOLView .
f o r a l l := [ S : i −> o ] [ F : i −> o ]

f o r a l l [ x ] (S x ) imp (F x ) .
} .

We note that this view goes to FOL rather than to Forall, since we also need
implication. The existential quanti�er translation is encoded similarly, with
conjunction instead of implication. The equality becomes the usual �rst-order
equality:

view SEqualView : SEqual −> Equal = {
%inc lude BaseSFOLView .
eq := [_] [ x : i ] [ y : i ] x eq y .

} .

These modules are then combined into the translations of SFOL and SFOLEQ :

view SFOLView : SFOL −> FOL = {
%inc lude BaseSFOLView .
%inc lude SForal lView .
%inc lude SExistsView .

} .

view SFOLEQView : SFOLEQ −> FOLEQ = {
%inc lude SFOLView .
%inc lude SEqualView .

} .

The morphism σs then extends SFOLEQView by identity on all remaining
symbols of Σ.
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Model Reduction and Satisfaction Condition: The �rst problem we en-
counter when trying to represent the model reduction is the reduction itself. If Σ
is a DFOL signature andM is a FOL model of φ(Σ), the reduced model βΣ(M)
must provide an interpretation for the type of sorts sort, intuitively a collection
of sets. There is, however, not a unique way how to do this - in fact there are
in�nitely many possibilites. Committing to one means that those models of Σ
which agree with βΣ(M) on all symbols except sort and tm might not have an
expansion. This problem does not occur in [SR09] since S and Univ were not
part of the DFOL signatures there. In LF they cannot be left out - replacing tp
by type would make quanti�cation over elements of sorts impossible. One way to
go around this is to require each model of Σ to interpret sort in a canonical way.
For instance, sortI could be the set of all sets S for which (x1, . . . , xn, S) ∈ sI
for some x1, . . . , xn, where s is a sort symbol in Σ. The interpretation of tm
would then be just the identity.

An alternative approach would be to have a �xed interpretation for sort as
the class of all sets. Of course such a model could no longer be represented as an
LF model since the LF institution interprets all types as sets. We will further
investigate this problem and see which one of these approaches, if any, works
best.

In our current framework, models are represented as set-theoretic entities.
While formally correct, this de�nition makes it harder to reason about model
theory. Things would become simpler if models could be represented as sig-
nature morphisms directly. This de�nition would of course not be without its
problems either - among others, we run into some cardinality issues. We would
also need to use parametric morphisms, which are not implemented yet. Never-
theless, if for now we assume that models of Σsyn are represented as morphisms
from Σsyn to a signature Σmod (where the latter would likely be di�erent from
the Σmod as de�ned now), the model reduction could possibly be represented by
a morphism σm from φ(Σ)mod to Σmod (where the notion of morphism might
need to be adapted). We would then have the following situation:

Σ φ(Σ)

Σmod φ(Σ)mod

σs

mD mF

σm

Ideally, the reduced model would be the unique model mD = σs ; mF ; σm

making the above diagram commute. The satisfaction condition would then
follow. However, it needs to be investigated whether such a model mD always
exists. It is possible that we need to weaken the condition of equality of LF
morphisms to that of provable equality within Σmod and its meta theory.
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6 Conclusion

Building on the work done in [HR09b], we have de�ned how to represent arbi-
trary logics within the Edinburgh Logical Framework LF and showed that this
representation forms an institution. We have encoded the dependently-typed
�rst-order logic DFOL in this framework and described how this encoding re-
lates to the original logic. As a �rst step towards representing the DFOL-to-FOL
translation within LF we have implemented the sentence translation as an LF
signature morphism.

The translation of signatures will be done by means of patterns specify-
ing how to translate a given DFOL symbol declaration to one or more FOL
symbol declarations. To encode these patterns we will work jointly with Fulya
Horozal and Florian Rabe who are currently developing the pattern syntax and
integrating it into Twelf.

We have identi�ed several points of di�culty which may come up when
representing the reduction of models. For instance, models are currently repre-
sented as a certain subclass of the LF models. This is su�cent for the purposes
of encoding logics but makes it harder to reason about the models themselves.
For the translation it may thus be needed to adapt the framework in order to
represent models directly as LF morphisms. Another potential problem is the
equality of morphisms - for representing the model reduction and satisfaction
condition, the LF notion of equality may need to be weakened to that of provable
equality in the meta logic used to describe models.
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